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Gaga classes offer a creative framework for participants to connect to their bodies and 
imaginations, increase their physical awareness, improve their flexibility and stamina, 
and experience the pleasure of movement in a welcoming, accepting atmosphere. 
!
Gaga is a movement system that provides a platform for gaining knowledge and self-
awareness throughout the body. Gaga opens up for discovering and strengthening your 
body and adding flexibility, stamina, and agility while lightening the senses and 
imagination. Gaga raises awareness of physical weaknesses, awakens numb areas, 
exposes physical fixations, and offers ways for their elimination. The work improves 
instinctive movement and connects conscious and unconscious movement, and it 
allows for an experience of freedom and pleasure in a simple way, in a pleasant space, 
in comfortable clothes, accompanied by music, each person with himself and with the 
group. 
!
“We become more aware of our form. We connect to the sense of the endlessness of 
possibilities. We explore multi-dimensional movement; we enjoy the burning sensation 
in our muscles, we are ready to snap, we are aware of our explosive power and 
sometimes we use it. We change our movement habits by finding new ones. We go 
beyond our familiar limits. We can be calm and alert at once.” – Ohad Naharin 
!
Gaga classes are taught by dancers who have worked closely with Ohad Naharin in the 
Batsheva Ensemble or Batsheva Dance Company. Teachers guide the participants 
using a series of evocative instructions that build one on top of the other. Rather than 
copying a particular movement, each participant in the class actively explores these 
instructions, discovering how he or she can interpret the information and perform the 
task at hand.  
Participants should wear comfortable clothes and be prepared to dance barefoot or in 
socks. It is advisable to bring a bottle of water and a towel for use after class. 
www.gagapeople.com 
!
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Shi Pratt is and Oslo based dancer, choreographer and teacher.  Throughout Shi’'s 
career she has had the pleasure to work with a number of international dance 
companies including Batsheva Dance Company, Andersson Dance, Vertigo Dance 
Company, The Instrument and Inbal Pinto Dance Company to name a few, as well as 
with various independent artists and choreographers around the world.  
Shi continuously teaches and creates her own work. She enjoys pushing her own 
boundaries as an artist and collaborating with other artists from different fields.  
Shi has more than 12 years of teaching experience and has had the pleasure to 
develop and teach her own movement system in many different formats for dancers, 
actors, athletes, yogi's and people who love to move. 
She also teaches Gyrotonic and Gyrokinesis and that knowledge is incorporated in her 
classes. 
For more information visit: 
http://shipratt.wix.com/shi-pratt !!
Contact info: 
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shipratt@gmail.com 
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